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Updated and revised for the 2018 electronic edition.As Dean of Admissions at the University of
Chicago Law School, Anna Ivey decided the fate of thousands of law school applicants. In this
book - the first of its kind by a former law school dean of admissions - she offers an insider's
advice, giving straight answers to questions such as:* How much do the LSAT, ethnicity, and age
really matter?* How should I write my essay to set myself apart?* Should I include a letter
explaining my low LSAT score, my D in chemistry, my attention deficit disorder, my time in rehab?
* Is law school worth the debt I'll face when I graduate?Full of invaluable information, sample
essays, résumés, and recommendations, and anecdotes from real admissions decisions, The
Ivey Guide to Law School Admissions is the bible for aspiring law students everywhere.

“...a very well-edited update to the previous edition, which was already one of the more thorough
overviews of wind integration issues.” (IEEE Power & Energy Magazine, 1 November 2013)From
the Inside FlapThe second edition of the highly acclaimed Wind Power in Power Systems has
been thoroughly revised and expanded to reflect the latest challenges associated with
increasing wind power penetration levels. Since its first release, practical experiences with high
wind power penetration levels have significantly increased. This book presents an overview of
the lessons learned in integrating wind power into power systems and provides an outlook of the
relevant issues and solutions to allow even higher wind power penetration levels. This includes
the development of standard wind turbine simulation models.This extensive update has 23
brand new chapters in cutting-edge areas including offshore wind farms and storage options,
performance validation and certification for grid codes, and the provision of reactive power and
voltage control from wind power plants. Key features:Offers an international perspective on
integrating a high penetration of wind power into the power system, from basic network
interconnection to industry deregulation;Outlines the methodology and results of European and
North American large-scale grid integration studies;Extensive practical experience from wind
power and power system experts and transmission systems operators in Germany, Denmark,
Spain, UK, Ireland, USA, China and New Zealand;Presents various wind turbine designs from
the electrical perspective and models for their simulation, and discusses industry standards and
world-wide grid codes, along with power quality issues;Considers concepts to increase
penetration of wind power in power systems, from wind turbine, power plant and power system
redesign to smart grid and storage solutions.Carefully edited for a highly coherent structure, this
work remains an essential reference for power system engineers, transmission and distribution
network operator and planner, wind turbine designers, wind project developers and wind energy
consultants dealing with the integration of wind power into the distribution or transmission
network. Up-to-date and comprehensive, it is also useful for graduate students, researchers,



regulation authorities, and policy makers who work in the area of wind power and need to
understand the relevant power system integration issues.From the Back CoverThe second
edition of the highly acclaimed Wind Power in Power Systems has been thoroughly revised and
expanded to reflect the latest challenges associated with increasing wind power penetration
levels. Since its first release, practical experiences with high wind power penetration levels have
significantly increased. This book presents an overview of the lessons learned in integrating
wind power into power systems and provides an outlook of the relevant issues and solutions to
allow even higher wind power penetration levels. This includes the development of standard
wind turbine simulation models.This extensive update has 23 brand new chapters in cutting-
edge areas including offshore wind farms and storage options, performance validation and
certification for grid codes, and the provision of reactive power and voltage control from wind
power plants. Key features:Offers an international perspective on integrating a high penetration
of wind power into the power system, from basic network interconnection to industry
deregulation;Outlines the methodology and results of European and North American large-scale
grid integration studies;Extensive practical experience from wind power and power system
experts and transmission systems operators in Germany, Denmark, Spain, UK, Ireland, USA,
China and New Zealand;Presents various wind turbine designs from the electrical perspective
and models for their simulation, and discusses industry standards and world-wide grid codes,
along with power quality issues;Considers concepts to increase penetration of wind power in
power systems, from wind turbine, power plant and power system redesign to smart grid and
storage solutions.Carefully edited for a highly coherent structure, this work remains an essential
reference for power system engineers, transmission and distribution network operator and
planner, wind turbine designers, wind project developers and wind energy consultants dealing
with the integration of wind power into the distribution or transmission network. Up-to-date and
comprehensive, it is also useful for graduate students, researchers, regulation authorities, and
policy makers who work in the area of wind power and need to understand the relevant power
system integration issues.About the AuthorDr Thomas Ackermann, Energynautics GmbH,
Langen, GermanyThomas Ackermann is CEO of wind and renewable energies consulting
company, Energynautics, which specialises in network integration and power markets. He
gained his PhDat KTH (Royal University of Technology), Stockholm, Sweden, where he
continues to do wind power freelance lecturing at the Department of Electrical Engineering. He
is also involved in education at the University of Zagreb, Croatia, via the EU TEMPUS program.
Dr Ackermann's main interests are wind power, distributed power generation, and the impact of
market regulations on the development of distributed generation in deregulated markets.
Thomas Ackermann is an Editor of Wind Energy Journal (Wiley).Read more
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sayock, “Interesting. As a longshot applicant, I have already been accepted to or waitlisted by
various top law schools (two of the top three law schools, as I write this, are still considering me,
despite being told not to bother applying to those schools). But I couldn't help but be intrigued
when I saw that a book by a former admissions officer at the University of Chicago would be
coming out with big "secrets." Having already been through the process and having been
someone who relied heavily on Richard Montauk's "How To Get Into the Top Law Schools," I
would say that I didn't miss too much essential information from not having this book available as
I applied. If someone told me there was only one book they could buy on law school admissions
and asked for my opinion, I would probably still advise they go with Montauk's book. However, I
would otherwise recommend that they pick up a copy of Montauk's book, Anna Ivey's book and,
if they were African American, copies of Evangeline Mitchell's books.For the most part, Ivey
seems to reveal similar information as Montauk's book but without as much detail and support
(which is kind of a minus for me, but I believe she is holding back all in-depth details and
information for those who will pay for her services). She is very straightforward and brief about
her points, but you certainly get the message. She does speak a bit more candidly on affirmative
action and can't help but give more insider tips that are extremely helpful than anyone else
could, including Montauk. Someone who makes a serious error in their personal statement,
wants to know whether or not they should apply early action/decision and how that affects
anything, how reapplying or a criminal record affects anything, or needs to play schools against
each other for better financial aid would get the best tips and info from Ivey.She also is very
detailed in terms of listing every kind of addendum you could possibly need to write and how to
go about it or, even, when to forget writing one. At the end of the book, she has examples of
good personal statements and bad ones, good addendums and bad ones, good
recommendations and bad ones, and before and after resumes. In the book itself, she has
chapters on all these topics, including interviews and how to handle them. She is also very
candid about the importance of rankings and numbers, but she will also tell you that numbers
are not the end-all be-all and what kind of applicants for which that is particularly true (basically,
if you have high numbers, it's your spot in the class to lose...it's not entirely hopeless if your
numbers are low, but you have to pull out wildcards and/or good addendums/personal
statements).I definitely think this book SUPPLEMENTS Montauk's book but doesn't replace it in
getting everything you need. And I also think her chapter on "The Wow Factor" is somewhat
lacking, mainly in that she doesn't seem to give many suggestions or examples on/of activities
(besides crazy things like being an Olympic gold winner) or anything else you can do before it's
time to apply that she considers impressive or which she feels might make an applicant stand
out (besides numbers). This wouldn't NECESSARILY be a problem if it weren't for the title of that
chapter--to me, when you see "The Wow Factor," you're thinking she's going to talk a bit about
who's impressive to admissions officers or how to be impressive to them, but she doesn't really



do that--she just suggests a good marketing job is mainly what you need when you're sending
out applications. Hence, the title is misleading (in my opinion)--she basically spends the chapter
giving a general overview of admissions, as if you're at an LSAC Law School Forum asking her
various basic or specific-to-you questions and she's rattling off answers.To sum up, the book
didn't quite meet the hype, for me, but it's still one of the best on admissions to law school. Very
easy to read--a quick read. Not quite as detailed and informative as Montauk's book (again, that
might be a plus for you--it was a minus for me), but it's certainly worth checking out to get that
little bit of info you could only get from someone who has actually served as an admissions
officer and to actually try to get a little more into their heads. Most of the questions Montauk's
book had left unanswered/kind of vague for me, this book answered them--I truly recommend
both books, but you could still do a great job of getting into schools with just Montauk's book (I'm
not sure I would EXACTLY say Ivey's book alone would have gotten me to the point I'm at now
like I can say about Montauk's).”

User737, “Not necessary, but highly recommended. This review is of the 2010 updated and
revised version of the book. Many of the reviews are from 2005, meaning they're reflecting on a
somewhat different product than the current one. I don't know if Ivey read these reviews and
changed her book accordingly, or if the changes just coincidentally lined up, but many concerns
mentioned by previous reviewers (the Wow Factor chapter, not acknowledging the importance of
LSAT and GPA, etc) have been addressed and do not appear in this edition.I've read both this
book and the Law School Admissions Game (will be reading Montauk's book soon), and while I
agree with others that they're not absolutely necessary, they're all very helpful and having
multiple perspectives has been great. I feel like I learn a little something different from each one
of them, and reading both books, along with perusing law school discussion forums and reading
Don't Go to Law School (Unless) have all helped really flesh out my idea of what the law school
world looks like. I recommend this book as part of developing that deeper impression.Fair
warning: There are sections of this book that are very personalized to specific situations;
situations which didn't apply to me at all (basically all of the addendum scenarios). So I ended
up skipping pretty much a whole chapter. That said, for me the rest of the book well made up for
it, and if you're one of the many people whose experiences would fall under the addendum
recommendations, those sections will probably come in extremely handy.One of the areas I was
most surprised to gain from was Ivey's advice on making a law school specific resume. I literally
had this book open in one window and my resume open in another, and I flipped back and forth
between the two fixing my resume according to her advice. I'd read a paragraph, make a
change, read another, fix something else, and so on for about an hour. The finished product is
much better than the one I started with (and considering the original had already been through
about five drafts and read over by my school's Career Services office, that's saying
something).Considering the high cost of law school, the scholarships on the line, and the
extreme differences in employment outcomes based on which school you get into, this book is a



good investment. I wouldn't go so far as to call it necessary, but it's certainly recommended.”

Johnny5, “Very comprehensive. At this point in the game I feel like I've read everything! Some
good, some not so good. But all in all, every book I read focuses on the same things: maximize
your LSAT/GPA, don't hose the admissions team when you have a question, etc etc. This book is
not written for people who want to hear only these basic things. As a matter of fact, this should
probably be the FIRST book you read on law school admissions...because it was written by an
admissions officer from a very prestigious school. Ms. Ivey does a great job conveying the good,
the bad, and the sometimes ugly about what REALLY is going on in the back offices of the
unknown admissions team world. Read this book, then think long and hard about your next
move. If nothing else, this book might be the reason you do go through with the application
process, albeit a much bettor informed applicant. Anyone who doesn't read this book will be at a
severe disadvantage to those that have.”

The book by Anna Ivey has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 98 people have provided feedback.
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